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Academia Teba Languages, based in Granada,
Spain is an accredited Instituto Cervantes centre. 

This internationally recognised accreditation,
exclusively dedicated to teaching Spanish as a
foreign language, ensures that our programmes
adhere to the highest standards of excellence
and quality, making us a trusted choice for
Spanish language education.
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MÁS QUE UN IDIOMA,
UNA CULTURA
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This programme is aimed at students between 15-17 years
of age with a maximum of twelve students per class. It
offers students the opportunity to immerse themselves in
a Spanish speaking environment for a period of two or
four weeks. 

Students have 20 hours of Spanish classes a week taught
by highly qualified teachers who are trained in teaching
Spanish as a foreign language. Once a week, students
have class in the local high school where they participate
in dynamic language exchange activities with their
Spanish peers.

Complementing the academic course is an action packed
activity programme which includes training with a local
sports club, weekend excursions and activities.

All students stay with carefully selected host families who
provide dedicated support and care to the students
during their time on the programme.

LANGUAGE & ACTIVITY
PROGRAMME
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MORE INFO HERE!



HIGH SCHOOL &  ACTIVITY
PROGRAMME
This programme is aimed at students who are between    
15-17 years of age and would like a longer immersion
experience which allows them to experience the day to day
school life of a Spanish teenager.

Students attend our local high school where they follow the
standard curriculum along with their Spanish peers. To
support and boost their language acquisition they also
have 8 hours of Spanish classes per week, with an
experienced teacher qualified in teaching Spanish as a
foreign language. These classes take place on-site, within
the school timetable. 

To facilitate social integration a key component of the
programme is that students become members of a local
sports club for the duration of their stay. The programme
also includes one organised group activity during the week
and one excursion every weekend. 

All students stay with carefully selected host families who
provide dedicated support and care to the students during
their time on the programme. 2
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LINGUISTIC, SOCIAL &
CULTURAL PROGRAMME

This programme is for students who are taking Spanish at
University level. 

We have intensive two or four week programmes and as
an Instituto Cervantes accredited centre students can
obtain ECTS (European Academic Credit Transfers) by
successfully completing the academic course. 

The programme combines interactive classroom based
learning with experiential learning outside the classroom
and is based on preparing students for D.E.L.E
Certification (Diploma de Español como Lengua
Extranjera). Our carefully designed social-cultural
programme provides students with the opportunity to
immerse themselves in Spanish language and culture in a
natural way.

UN GRAN PROYECTO NECESITA LA
IMPLICACIÓN DE TODO UN EQUIPO
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ADVANCED LANGUAGE &
CULTURE PROGRAMME

This week-long course caters to non-native Spanish
teachers or professionals incorporating Spanish into
their work environment but lacking exposure to the
language outside the professional setting.

Recognising the dynamic nature of language learning our
programme is designed to equip participants with the
linguistic tools and strategies needed not only to maintain
their existing language abilities but also to safeguard
against the natural attrition that can occur in
the absence of consistent language exposure.

Participants attend 20 hours of high level Spanish classes,
which are tailored to the requirements of the group (max
12 students) and focus on refining fluency and proficiency.

Beyond the classroom participants have the opportunity
to apply their language skills in a natural Spanish speaking
environment through a carefully selected activity
programme.
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LANGUAGE HOLIDAY
PROGRAMME

Our Language Holiday programme is a 7 day
programme designed for people who would like to
explore and discover the beautiful city of Granada and
surrounding villages with local native Spanish teachers
and guides. 

The programme consists of dynamic, interactive
Spanish classes and a variety of carefully chosen
activities based on group interests.

It is the perfect opportunity to immerse yourself in the
Spanish culture, language and way of life. We keep the
group size small (8-12) for maximum learning and
enjoyment.

MÁS QUE UN IDIOMA,
UNA CULTURA
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PRICES
prices do not include flights

LANGUAGE & ACTIVITY PROGRAMME
2 weeks € 1,300
4 weeks € 2,500

HIGH SCHOOL & ACTIVITY PROGRAMME

LINGUISTIC, SOCIAL & CULTURAL PROGRAMME

LANGUAGE HOLIDAY PROGRAMME

Please note that students can attend the high school programme
from a minimum of four weeks up to twelve weeks.

4 weeks € 2,800

2 weeks € 1,300
4 weeks € 2,500

7 days € 825 
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ADVANCED LANGUAGE & CULTURE PROGRAMME
7 days € 950 



tebalanguages@academiateba.es

+34 676 07 60 81

www.tebalanguages.academiateba.es

GRANADA, ESPAÑA

Contact us

Visit Our Website
www.tebalanguages.academiateba.es

Please feel free to contact us for other options or if you have
any specific requirements. 

At Academia TEBA we have the scope and capacity to
adapt our programmes to your needs.
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